Abstract
Introduction
At first general elections in our country was conducted using ballot paper method. Later as a technological improvement, the Election
Commission has introduced Electronic Voting
Machines(EVMs) in elections from 1998 [1] . In 2003 all state elections were conducted using EVMs. When EVMs were introduced, there were counter opinions about using them but now it is accepted. Many changes have been introduced to avoid the fall in number of the voters in each election. In this context, when we are living in the technology explosion period, it is natural to think about electing our political representative from our home or office over internet. It is true that people with home computers and internet access are increasing in our country. Hence it is the right time for us to consider and switch over to remote voting.
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Why e-voting ?
Online voting refers to an election process in which people can cast their votes over the internet [2] . The major idea behind it is helping all the citizens of the country to participate in the election process irrespective of any difficulty regarding their place of residence, nature of job etc.,
The reasons for e-voting are many and to say a few of them:
Time is saved
Cost of the electoral process is lessened
Creation of interest to cast vote is possible 
Classification Techniques
Classification is a data mining technique used to predict group membership for data instances [3] . It is also a form of data analysis that can be used to extract models to describe important data classes or to predict future data trends. They are widely used in data mining to classify data among various classes. They are used in different industry to identify the type and group to which a particular tuple belongs. There are many algorithms used for classification in data mining. The algorithms taken here for comparison are Naïve Bayes and KNN.
Naïve Bayes
The Naïve Bayes is an intuitive method that uses the probabilities of each attribute belonging to each class to make a prediction. It is the supervised learning approach we will come up with if we want to model a predictive modeling problem probabilistically. Naïve Bayes simplifies the calculation of probabilities by assuming that the probability of each attribute belonging to a given class value which is independent of all other attributes [4] . It is a strong assumption but results in a fast and effective method. The probability of a class value given for a value of a attribute is called the conditional probability. By multiplying the conditional probabilities together for each attribute for a given class value, we have a probability of a data instance belonging to that class. To make a prediction we can calculate probabilities of the instance belonging to each class and select the class value with the highest probability. 
K-Nearest Neighbors

Decision Tree induction
Decision tree classification is the learning of decision trees from class labelled training tuples. A The overall accuracy of the predictive models varies from 90 to 98 percent.
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Proposed Algorithm Description
The proposed algorithm is evaluated with Indian 
Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
In this section, proposed approach explains mathematical model in Equation (1) to measure how close predictions are to the eventual outcomes.
The mean absolute error (MAE) is calculated as correctly classified malicious data with respect to overall data.
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The mean absolute error is an average of the absolute errors where f i is the prediction and y i the true value.
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
In this section, proposed method describes mathematical model to calculate the differences between value predicted by a model and the values actually observed from the environment that is being modeled. These individual differences are also called residuals. The root mean squared error (RMSE) is calculated as
y is a vector of n predictions and y is the vector of observed values corresponding to the inputs to the function which generated the predictions. 
Results and Discussion
The following results tabulate the comparison of accuracy, MAE and RMSE values: 
Classification in Weka
The classification is based on supervised algorithms. Algorithms are applicable for the input data. The classify tab is also supported which shows the list of machine learning tools. [11] These tools in general operate on a classification algorithm and run it multiple times to manipulate algorithm parameters or input data weight to increase the accuracy of the classifier. The performance evaluation of proposed approach is also tested in 
Conclusion
When we look at the voters turn out in Polling place method from the year 1952, we come to know that it was not more than 65%. But the above results clearly suggest adopting online voting method which increases the voting turn out by a large margin. The benefits of it are already well known and widely discussed. Even small countries like Portugal are implementing both polling place e-voting and remote voting for the better execution of election process. Especially in Estonia, remote voting has been very successful. Estonia is using digital signature and smart ID cards for identification purpose. We can implement a remote voting in our country with the latest aspects involving sharp cyber technologies to avoid hacking, virus and stranger interference. Aadhar card as the unique identification document serving many purposes such as address proof and identity of a person
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is given to all the citizens of our country. It involves iris recognition technology which will not give any space for malpractice because iris is unique for every human being. To strengthen the concept of online voting, Aadhar card can be attached to the process of elections in the country.
